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Early Thirteenth-Century Sermons from Alvastra Abbey – Editorial Problems 

 

Ms. C 37 of Uppsala University Library is a book that once belonged to the Cistercian abbey 

of Alvastra in Sweden. It contains a collection of 35 sermons (32 complete and 3 incomplete), 

partly arranged in order of the ecclesiastical year. Judging by their character, they were 

written by a monk but intended for delivery to a lay audience. No obvious source for the 

collection has yet been identified. 

 

The Latinity of the collection is good, but the style is uneven: at times elegant, at times 

verbose in an informal sort of way, and at times giving the impression of rather hastily written 

notes with gaps in the reasoning. It could be that the original was unfinished, or that it was a 

compilation that never received a literary redaction because the sermons were destined for 

delivery in the vernacular. 

 

The extant ms. gives the impression of being a clean copy of the original. Some errors – 

whether of the original or of the copyist is not clear – have been subsequently corrected. The 

corrections do not always seem appropriate. 

 

The question to be answered (if possible) is how to edit a text such as this, which seems to 

derive from an original that was not a finished literary product. Should one carefully 

reproduce the original text of the manuscript, relegating the medieval corrections to the notes 

and leaving it to the modern reader to make sense of the text? Or should one try to construct a 

polished text that tries to do justice to the intentions of the author? Or is there a middle road 

between these two?  

 

This paper has been conceived as a workshop, on the initiative of Elisabet Göransson. The 

best way to deal with the subject is probably to present the audience with two versions of a 

couple of pages: one with minimum intervention by the editor and one with maximum 

intervention. 


